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Appropriative activity and rent-seeking
Poorly dened property rights
1. Note. The Coase theorem holds only in case of well-dened property rights.
Property rights are poorly dened if:

•

Not all resources are appropriated (some resources do not belong legally to anyone),

•

or if rights to use some resources, although dened in a formal legal sense, are only imperfectly
enforced.

In such cases, many activities can be rational such as:

•

"oensive" activities: stealing, taking others' property without doing anything illegal, etc.

•

"defensive" activities:

patrolling to prevent theft or invasion, hiring expensive lawyers to ght

lawsuits, lobbying against new legislation, and so forth.

1. Denition. All such proceedings, both oensive or defensive, come under the heading of appropriative
activity-eorts to impose or else to prevent involuntary changes in the ownership of property.
Preclusive Competition
The ecient level of appropriative activity for any individual is

a∗ ,

where marginal opportunity cost

(moc) equals value of the marginal product (vmp). However, if the resource is unowned (such as sh
in the ocean), the individual will want to set (moc) equal to the value of the average product (vap) at
activity level

a0 > a∗ .

Thus, preclusive competition leads to excessive appropriative eort.
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Rent Seeking

Lost consumer surplus and producer surplus owing to the fact that the monopoly output Qm was smaller than
the output Qc for a competitive industry. Additional eciency loss may result from rent-seeking competition
for the monopoly privilege. The maximum a rm could bid in such a competition is the monopoly prot - the
dierence (PM − ACM )QM . (Whether this area is an eciency loss or simply a distributive transfer depends
upon the extent to which the rent-seeking competition involves real wastage of resources.)

Establishments in capital versus matched comparison counties
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Industry

Ratio of capital/noncapital establishments

Direct rent-seeking industries (selected)

Legal services
Membership organizations
Business associations
Professional organizations
Labor organizations
Civil and social associations
Political organizations

1,52
1,59
3,31
4,57
1,83
1,5
11,16

Indirect rent-seeking industries (selected)

Newspapers
Periodicals
Radio and television broadcasting
Advertising
Noncommercial research organizations
Source: Hirshleifer et al., 2009, 703.

1,31
1,32
1,27
1,31
1,92

Government, politics, and conict
Government failures
Government failures
•

Corruption as government failure

•

Political competition and its limits

•

Politics and special interests
Average state expenditures, per capita in the USA (1996 dollars)

Years (before and after woman surage)

Expenditures (dollar)

10
8
6
4
2
0
+2
+4
+6
+8
+10
Source: Hirsleifer et al., 2009, 713.

102
105
115
120
110
100
115
130
140
170
205

Average tort awards - In-state versus out-of-state defendants

Out-of-state
dant (dollar)

defen-

In-state
(dollar)

Partisan elections
652 720
Nonpartisan elections
384 540
Source: Hirshleifer et al., 2009, 715.

defendant

276 320
207 570

U.S. Agricultural programs - productive versus redistributive
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Out-of-state/in-state
2.36
1.85

Producer subsidy equivalents (1982-1986 averages)
Total

(%)productive

(%)redistributive

92.1

4 Highest
Sugar

77.4

7.9

Milk

53.9

7.8

92.2

Rice

45.0

6.4

93.6

Wheat

36.5

13.5

86.5

4 Lowest
Beef

8.7

55.5

44.5

Soybeans

8.5

74.3

25.7

Poultry

8.3

65.0

35.0

Pork

8.5

82.5

17.6

Source: Hirshleifer et al., 2009, 717.

Voting
Voting as an instrument of control
Why do people vote for? Voting is cheap but meaningful voting is expensive (it is rational to remain
uninformed).
Determinants of voter turnout:

•

The larger the state population, the smaller the percent turnout.

•

The more one-sided the election, the smaller the turnout.

•

Coincidence of presidential with gubernatorial elections increased turnout.

•

Rain on election day reduces turnout.

•

Higher levels of education increased turnout.

Log-Rolling :

Though often considered an evil, political "log-rolling" is an important safeguard for

minorities. Suppose minority legislators from farm states care deeply about drought relief. To attract
the votes of other congressmen on this issue, they may promise to support mass transit or neighborhood
renewal, programs of interest to urban legislators. In this way the intensity of minority preferences may
help counterbalance the mere numbers of the majority.

Aggregation of preferences
Condorcet (Cycling) Paradox:

Preferences subject to cycling
András

Bea

Cili

X

Y

Z

Y

Z

X

Z

X

Y

Preferences not subject to cycling

•

András

Bea

Cili

X

Y

Z

Y

X

X

Z

Z

Y

An attempt of solution: Rank voting (each agent should denote a rank number to every alternatives
depending on his ranking; social ranking should be the sum of individual rankings)



X: 3+2+1=6
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•

Y: 3+2+1=6
Z: 3+2+1=6

According to social preferences the three alternatives are indierent (BUT not an irrational ranking!)

•

Problem: Introduction of irrelevant alternatives inuence social ranking

Expected criteriums of a social decision-making mechanism:

•

Individual and social rationality (totality and transitivity)

•

Independence from irrelevant alternatives

•

Pareto-condition: Considering two alternatives if each individuals' ranking is identical, then they
should be ranked in the same place within the social ranking

•

Free of dictatorship: None of the individuals' ranking should turn to be the ranking of the society

1. Statement. Arrow's impossibility theorem

There is no such voting system which could satisfy the above 4 criterions if the number of alternatives
is greater than 3.
2. Note. Until now, we assumed totally isolated decision-makers, but the theorem can be extended to

strategic interactions with similar results.

1. Consequence. Due to the Arrow-theorem, the general social welfare function doesn't exist.
The median-voter theorem

Single choice dimension
Voters a through e choose by majority rule, from proposals V through Z for the size of the government
budget. The segment

ae
¯

is Pareto-optimal. Regardless of the agenda, the ultimate winner will be either

X or Y (the proposals lying on either size of the median voter's preferred position c), depending on which
of the two the median voter prefers.

2. Statement. The median-voter theorem: In majority-rule voting on a single issue, if each voter always

prefers proposals that are nearer over those farther from his or her ideal positions in any given direction,
a unique agenda-proof equilibrium exists. (There will be no cycling.) Furthermore, the outcome must be
in the Pareto-ecient region. With separated discrete options, the outcome will be whichever the median
voter prefers of the two proposals to either side of his or her ideal outcome. If the options are continuous,
the result will be exactly at the ideal position of the median voter.
E.g. (HGH 17.7): The median voter and party politics

•

Majority control: Australia, Great Britain, New Zealand

•

Mixed: France, Germany, Ireland, Spain, Sweden

•

Proportional inuence: Belgium, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands
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Two choice dimensions
The three voters have ideal points at a, b, and c. The triangular region abc is the Pareto-optimal set,
the boundaries of which are the mutual-tangency points of the circular indierence curves. For a typical
point X within abc, there are three petal-shaped areas. Each of these areas is a set of proposals that
can command a 2:1 majority over X. So cycling is inevitable if all possible positions are in contention.
Furthermore, the petal-shaped regions include points such as V that are outside the Pareto-optimal set.
However, if X, Y, and Z are the only alternatives oered the voters, X is a noncycling equilibrium.

3. Statement. When the agenda under majority voting allows a continuous range of options over two
quantitative issues, cycling is inevitable even with single-peaked preferences. In contrast, if the agenda
consists of only a discrete set of options, cycling need not always occur. In either case, a policy outside
the Pareto-optimal region may command a majority against ecient policies within the region.

Conict and cooperation
Cooperation versus conict
Sources of cooperation and conict:

•

Preferences: sympathy versus antipathy-Are the parties benevolent or malevolent toward one another, or simply neutral? The inclinations on either side need not be reciprocated by the other. (A
mother may love her children even if they don't love her.)

•

Opportunities: harmonious versus opposed interests- Sometimes I help myself best by helping you,
sometimes by hurting you. ("I got nothing against you, Wyatt Earp, but this town ain't big enough
for the two of us.")

•

Beliefs: pessimism versus optimism - Either side can be optimistic or pessimistic about the consequences of friendly or of unfriendly behavior. Usually, greater uncertainty attaches to the outcome
of hostile interactions. (War is, notoriously, the domain of uncertainty.)
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Condence and conict

Rivalry and conict

Antipathy and conict

4. Statement. Individuals, groups, and nations may sometimes nd it rational to pursue the way of
conict rather than the way of cooperation through production and exchange. The distribution and use of
resources in and between societies will therefore depend upon the incentives for conict versus settlement.
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Conict and game theory
•

It is essential to distinguish the pattern of payos from the protocol of play.

•

Alternative patterns of payos, which can be thought as dierent environments in which the players
might interact, are illustrated by matrices.

•

The protocol of play can be thought of as the 'rules of the game.'

For example, do the players

move simultaneously or in sequence? If they move in sequence, who moves rst? When does the
game end?

•

For sequential play, the 'perfect equilibrium' solution concept assumes that each player aims to
maximize his own payo, on the assumption that every other player will also be maximizing her
own payo.

•

For simultaneous play, a dominant strategy will always be chosen. If there is no dominant strategy,
the Nash equilibrium is expected to hold: each player's choice is a best response to the strategies
of other players.

A Nash solution may not be unique, or may not even exist in terms of pure

strategies. But if mixed strategies are allowed, at least one Nash solution exists.
Payo matrices for four games (larger numbers indicate higher utility)
Land or sea

Land
Sea

Land

Sea

2, 1
1, 2

1, 2
2, 1

Prisoners' dilemma

Disamr
Arm

Disarm

Arm

3, 3
4, 1

1, 4
2, 2

Chicken

Soft
Tough

Soft

Tough

3, 3
4, 2

2, 4
1, 1

Battle of the sexes

Patton
Montgomery

Patton

Montgomery

3, 2
1, 1

1, 1
2, 3

Equilibria for four dierent payo matrices
Degree of rivalry

Land or sea
Great

Sequential-move game (row moves rst))
Outcome (payo)
(cells)
Ecient?
Advantage to

1, 2
upper right or lower left
yes
second mover

Prisoners'
lemma
Large
2, 2

lower right
no
neither

di-

Chicken
Moderate
4, 2
lower left
yes
rst mover

Simultaneous-move game (symmetrical solutions with possible mixed strategies)
Outcome (payo)
Probability mix
Ecient?
Advantage to

1,5; 1,5
0,5; 0,5
yes
neither

2, 2
0, 1
no
neither

Sequential games:
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2,5; 2,5
0,5; 0,5
no
neither

Battle of the sexes
Small
3, 2
upper left
yes
rst mover
1,67; 1,67
0,67; 0,33
no
neither

•

Pareto-ecient outcomes - situations where it is no longer possible to improve any player's payo
without injuring another party  are achieved in all but one of the matrices shown. The exception
is the prisoners' dilemma. (Notice that, in land or sea, all four cells are Pareto-ecient!)

•

When rivalry is greatest (land or sea) the advantage lies with the second mover, who can observe
the opponent move before choosing. But the advantage tends to shift in favor of the rst mover as
rivalry declines (Compare chicken and battle of the sexes).

Simultaneous-move games:

•

Since only symmetrical solutions are shown, in Table 17.2 neither party ever gains any advantage
over the other.

•

Ecient outcomes were achieved for the sequential-move game in the case of both chicken and
battle of the sexes. But under the simultaneous-move protocol the outcome may be inecient. In
chicken, a player who wants to avoid exploitation must play tough with positive probability. But
then there is a chance that the two will both play tough, leading to the inecient outcome (1,1).
Similarly, under battle of the sexes with mixed strategies, again there is some positive chance that
the players end up at one or the other of the two inecient outcomes with payos (1,1).

E.g. Ransom

Should you pay ransom?
Matrix 1 (Nice kidnapper)

Pay
Don't pay

Kill

Release

1, 3
2, 1

3, 4
4, 2

Matrix 2 (Nasty kidnapper)

Pay
Don't pay

Kill

Release

1, 4
2, 2

3, 3
4, 1

Matrix 3 (Nice kidnapper if paid)

Pay
Don't pay

Kill

Release

1, 3
2, 1

3, 4
4, 2

Here are two ways a kidnapper might attempt to convince the parent that his preferences are really
as shown in Matrix 3.:

•

Argument 1: I am really a "nice" person. But being nice is a superior good for me; in fact, only
when I have lots of money can I aord to be nice. If you pay the ransom, I'll be rich enough to do
so.

•

Argument 2: I'm neither "nice" or "nasty"; I'm just in this business to make money. To remain
in the kidnapping business I must convince parents that I will carry out my threats and promises.
In other words, my actions will be dictated by the ranking shown in Matrix 3 - else my reputation
would be wrecked. So you can count on me to choose Release if you choose pay, but Kill otherwise.

Summary
•

Economics as a science and methodology

•

Fundamental notions of economics





Considering advantages and disadvantages
Scarcity
Rationality postulate
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•

Economics as a social science







•

Pursuing self interest
Allocation mechanisms
Market interactions
Intended and unintended consequences of decisions
System of incentives
Positive versus normative analysis

Theory of consumption









•

Modeling

Taste→preferences

Given prices (price-taking) and income: Income constraint
Utility-maximizing→Marshall's demand curve:
Cost-minimizing→ Hicks's demand curve:
Duality: Optimum:

xH
i (p1 , p2 , U )

M RS = −p1 /p2

Components of price-changing: Slutsky vs. Hicks
Market demand and elasticity relations
Where does income come from?

→Factor

supply

Microeconomics' special conception of entrepreneurship
Economic prot=Revenue-(alternative) costs
Prot maximization under technologic constraint

∗
∗
∗
∗





x1 (p, w1 , w2 ), x2 (p, w1 , w2 )
Supply function: y(p, w1 , w2 )
Prot function: Π(p, w1 , w2 )
Optimum: pmp1 = w1 , pmp2 = w2

Factor-demand functions:

Cost-minimizing under given level of production

∗
∗
∗

Conditional factor-demand functions:

Duality:

Cv , AC, M C, AV C, F, AF C
MR = MC
supply: ascendant section of M C curve

Cost functions:
Optimum:
Inverse:

Short- and Long-Run Cost functions (optimal size of plant)

Partial equilibrium
General equilibrium

Extension of theory:




above AVC's min

Shut-down vs. covering condition

Equilibrium analysis




x1 (y, w1 , w2 ), x2 (y, w1 , w2 )

C(y, w1 , w2 )
Optimum: T RS = −w1 /w2

Cost function:

Prot maximizing with cost function

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

•

xM
i (p1 , p2 , I)

Theory of production (with factor demand)





•

→utility

The economics of time
The economics of risk and information
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•

Market failures:



Market power:

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗





Monopoly
Pricing
Quality and product variety
Monopolistic competition
Oligopoly
Business Strategies: cooperation, predatory behavior, R&D, etc.

Information asymmetry
Externalities
Public goods, commons

•

Welfare economics: Dealing with market failures, eciency vs. equity

•

Government failures

Future aspects:

•

Further development of certain topics:








•

Business theory
Public economics
Modern market theory
Economic regulation
Experimental economics
Behavior economics
Welfare economics

Further extension of microeconomic tools









Political economy
New Regional economy
New History of economics
Law and economics
City- and real estate economics
Economic-sociology (economic imperialism)
Environment economics
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